
They are being lovingly cared for by our incredible team of kitten fosters!!! 
SHS Alternative Placement Program Manager, Ashley Armstrong, explains 
that "our dedicated foster network is the reason we are able to save so many 
lives each year. Thanks to our fosters, not only can we help the high volumes 
of kittens who arrive as strays, but we don't have to turn away vulnerable 
litters from under-resourced local shelters and rescue groups who can't 
provide the intensive, round-the-clock care that kittens require to survive."  
 

Since March 1st, over 100 kittens have been adopted and kitten season is 
just starting to ramp up! What does it take to nurture these fragile felines 
into healthy thriving family members ready to bring love and smiles to 
forever homes? It takes an incredible amount of skill and compassion which, 
thankfully, our fosters have in abundance! 
 

It also takes a very large degree of selflessness. Bottle baby kitten fosters routinely sacrifice a good 
night's sleep to wake up every two hours to feed their tiny ones. As SHS kitten foster extraordinaire, 
Sharon Rowberry explains "they are 100% dependent on us for food, warmth and personal hygiene." 
Sharon and her husband Ron share mom cat duties and trade off bottle feeding the babies throughout 
the night. Sharon and Ron have fostered over 35 kittens for SHS, and they really step up by taking back-
to-back litters during the height of the season, sometimes taking in a second litter a few days before 
their current litter is due back at the shelter. "Kitten season is generally March through September, 
sometimes into December. It seems to go on longer each year" Sharon says, "but, when there are no 
kittens to foster, I miss them." 
 

Self-proclaimed “Cat Woman” Janet Eastburn is another seasoned SHS kitten pro. She's currently 
fostering two mama cats who are co-nursing kittens. Ashley Armstrong says "Janet is amazing! She not 
only loves the kittens but gives the mom cats the extra TLC they need. On top of that, she sews blankets, 
beds and kitten slings which she donates to our foster department to help even more cats." Janet began 
fostering with us in 2009 after a feral cat colony she'd been helping reached zero population growth. 
When asked why she fosters, Janet jokes "because I'm not ready to be a grandma yet! In reality", she 
says, "I can't imagine not doing it. Helping kittens feeds my soul and helps me feel I am fulfilling one of 
my purposes here on Earth." 
 

On behalf of everyone who has ever felt pure joy in the presence of a kitten's adorable antics or the 
comfort of a mature cat's companionship, we'd like to thank ALL of our kitten fosters! Their tireless 
efforts, love and nurturing are the reason we can give hope to these tiny ones when they are at their 
most vulnerable. THEY ARE LIFESAVERS! 
 

Interested in joining our dynamic foster team? Attend an upcoming kitten 
foster orientation and get the skills and support you need to start! 
 

Other ways to help during kitten season: 
 

Attend our virtual kitten shower and help provide our foster parents with 
all the supplies growing kittens need! 
 

Donate to our Angel's Fund to give homeless animals the lifesaving 
medical care they need to heal and find homes. 

Dependent on human 
compassion: her future is 
in our hands! 
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